
Kitchen & Bathroom Remodeling Company
Releases "The Ultimate Guide to Different
Types of Kitchen & Bathroom Sinks"

Yardley Kitchen Bath, a PA home remodeling company, releases a guide to different sink types for

homeowners everywhere.

YARDLEY, PA, USA, October 15, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Choosing a sink, regardless if it is for a

kitchen or a bathroom, is a vital part of any home remodeling project. Sinks greatly impact how

the room looks and functions. Thus you will want to make sure you pick the right type that suits

your home’s needs. There are a lot of choices to be made such as what the sink will be made out

of, how big does it need to be and what features will you need to keep your home running

smoothly. This article by Yardley Kitchen Bath, Bucks County, PA local home remodeling

company, will act as a guide. They go over the different types of sinks, as well as their pros and

cons so that you can make the best decision for your next kitchen or bathroom remodel. 

Sink Types by Basins

Knowing what you need is always the first step in picking any appliance. For sinks, you’ll need to

decide between a double basin or a single basin. Double basin sinks are popular for kitchens

and add some functional versatility to any home. Single basins, more common in bathrooms,

can come in a variety of styles and sizes to suit your home's needs. For more information on the

two differing basin types then be sure to check out their main article found on their website. 

Sink Types by Material

Sinks can be made out of almost anything! In fact, many sinks are made out of the same kinds of

materials as countertops. Moreover, a common feature in bathrooms, you can have the sink

seamlessly blend with your countertops (called an integrated sink). These styles often look great

but come with the downside of being harder to repair or replace. Other common sink materials

include... stainless steel, solid surface, porcelain, glass, copper, and composite. Be sure to check

out their article for more information on each of these material types. 

Sink Types by Design Style

Yardley Kitchen Bath provides pros and cons for 12 sink designs in their article, providing a lot of

easy to digest information for any homeowner. Out of all the styles, the ones that lend
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themselves better to kitchens are the bar/prep, corner, drainboard, farmhouse, island, over-

mount, and under-mount sinks. Bathrooms are better for the console, pedestal, trough, vessel,

and wall-mounted sink styles. Each can be made out of just about any material but all come with

their one specific benefits and pitfalls. 

Sinks are a key part of any bathroom or sink, so you’ll want to make sure you pick the perfect

one that fits your home’s lifestyle! We do hope that Yardley Kitchen Bath's guide has helped but if

you need more help with your next kitchen or bathroom remodel then be sure to call Yardley

Kitchen Bath! They want the Bucks County, PA area to know that they can help you design the

home of your dreams and that consultations are free! We thank them for the highly informative

guides on sinks but also their guides on countertops and aging-in-place bathroom remodeling.
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